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As part of the celebrations of the
Joanneum’s bicentenary, the special
exhibition The Beginnings of Time
focuses on the Palaeolithic finds from
Repolust Cave near Peggau in the north
of Graz. A number of excavation
campaigns by the Joanneum since the
1940s has uncovered almost 1,700
quartz and chert artifacts, two pierced
bone artifacts and several thousand
animal bones. This rich archaeological
material makes the Repolust Cave one of
the most important Palaeolithic cave
sites in the Eastern Alps, and is evidence
of the first settlement of the country by
man during the last ice age, over 40,000
years ago. The video project by American
media artist Sharon Lockhart helps to
bridge the gap between the Palaeolithic
artifacts and their interpretation and
exposure in the present day.

The beginnings of time
Practised hands place them stone by
stone on the table, expertly and confidently. A grid of strings brings out a
system that creates order. There is a
precision in the act of laying out that
reveals a dense narrative about early
man’s capacity for abstract thought and
planning his acts. With her work, Sharon
Lockhart documents the complexity of
archaeological work, thought and interpretation and also the discoveries about
long-gone times that result therefrom.
Anna Schwinger remains incognito. All
that matters is the process of laying out
filmed rigidly from above - the sorting
and the doing, the duration of the conflation and the pattern that emerges
from it. The result lies on the table
alongside: selected stone artifacts, and
two pierced bones found in Repolust
Cave in the north of Graz since 1947 and
identified as having been processed by
human hand. The 930 or so artifacts
on the table are arranged according to
material, archaeological layer, the various stages of production (cores, flakes,
tools) and excavation history. The dense
weave of this narrative is a product of
that.
The chert lies light and smooth in the
lower zone, whereas the quartz arranged in the other half looks coarse, dirty
and yellowish. Whereas the roundish
quartz bedload was taken directly from
the nearby River Mur, the nodular chert
must have been brought from a deposit
several miles away in the vicinity of
present-day Rein Abbey. The term “core”
designates the raw stones from which
simple flakes were chipped off or from
which more complex tools for cutting,
scraping or drilling were produced with
further expert blows. Using the flakes
and tools, materials like meat, skin,
wood or bone could subsequently be

processed. Most of the pieces were
found in two sediment layers that originally filled up a tunnel-shape passage
in the cave. Evidence of fireplaces was
also found there, proving that the cave
was used by Neanderthal man as a temporary camp area.
The act of systematically laying out
also reflects the archaeological history
of Repolust Cave. The small number of
stone artifacts from a side niche in the
cave came to light in 2010 as a result
of an excavation by Daniel Modl and
Michael Brandl for the Joanneum, while
those from the shaft come from explorations by spelaeologist Hermann Bock
in 1954–55, extracts from whose excavation diary can be seen at the front of
the special exhibition room. The majority
of the finds however goes back to excavations in 1947–1950 by palaeontologist
Maria Mottl.
Among the high points of the Palaeolithic material on show are two bone
artifacts. While the pierced wolf tooth
is interpreted as a pendant and is thus
one of the oldest pieces of “jewellery” in
Central Europe, the precise purpose of
the second pierced bone object has so
far not been established.
Finally, in the research zone in one
of the light wells of the museum, it is
shown how the stones and bones must
have been processed. This makes it clear
that Neanderthal man certainly had
well-developed skills in abstract thinking. Finding the right type of stone and
recognising its particular characteristics
was only the start. Seeing the shape in
the stone, chipping a sharp blade out of
it and processing the edges so that the
end-product could be used as a cutting
implement was a further step in man’s
cognitive development. The production
of stone tools, like the generation of fire
or hunting, required a capacity to learn

from past experiences and plan future
activities, and put Palaeolithic man in
a position to better adapt to the harsh
conditions of life at the time.
With her project, Sharon Lockhart focuses on the conditions of work that influence life in two ways: on the one hand,
conditions arising from the meticulous
research, excavation, ordering and defining involved in complex archaeological
contexts, and on the other hand, those
that must have dominated the lives of
Neanderthal man.

show as well as the film, whereas at the
Kunsthaus Graz Chinese artist Ai Weiwei
had made replicas in porcelain in China
to go with the film for comparison. They
were laid out on the same system, but
as a result of drying out in the production process, shrank by 20%. Flagging
the importance of working conditions
and the effects they have on forms of
life is also intrinsic to the work of the
Chinese artist, who is still in police
custody.

Anna Schwinger: installation of artifacts from Repolust
Cave, Archaeology Museum, Schloss Eggenberg, Graz
2011, Film installation; duration of film: c. 1h 20 min
Courtesy of the artist and neugerriemschneider, Berlin
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Sharon Lockhart
*1964 Norwood, Massachusetts (US),
lives and works in Los Angeles (US)
American photographer and filmmaker,
studied at the Art Center College of
Design in Pasadena (to 1993) and the
San Francisco Art Institute (to 1991),
numerous exhibitions and participation
in leading international film festivals,
awards and prizes including scholarships from the Guggenheim Foundation,
Rockefeller Foundation and Asian Cultural Council. Currently teaches at the
Roski School of Fine Arts, University of
Southern California.

Measuring the World – Heterotopias
and Knowledge Spaces in Art
Sharon Lockhart’s video installation is
also part of the Measuring the World
exhibition at the Kunsthaus Graz, which
is on from 10th June to 4th September
2011. At the Archaeology Museum, the
original finds from Repolust Cave are on

The research zone housed in a light-well
of the museum shows by means of wall
texts, films and visuals what raw materials, tools and techniques were used to
produce the stone artifacts in Repolust
Cave. Moreover, the research history of
the cave is described in detail, from its
discovery in 1910 by miner Repolust
down to the most recent archaeological
investigations in November 2010. Information about climatic conditions at the
time, the flora and fauna and Neander
thal man rounds off the picture.

